On the probabilistic characterization of drought events
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Abstract. Drought characterization is an important step in water resources systems planning and management. The assessment of extreme drought events may help decision makers to set effective drought mitigation tools. Drought events can be objectively identified by three main characteristics, namely: drought duration, accumulated deficit and drought intensity. In this paper the joint cumulative distribution functions (cdf’s) of accumulated deficit and duration and of intensity and duration are derived as functions of the stochastic characteristics of the underlying variable, which is assumed to be either normal, lognormal, or gamma distributed. The derived cdf’s are then applied to determine the return period of critical droughts by considering jointly two drought characteristics, e.g. droughts with accumulated deficit and duration greater than or equal to some fixed values. The methodology has been tested and applied using numerical simulations and records of annual precipitation series. The results of such applications show a good correspondence between the observed and the analytical results.
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